ABSTRACT This work develops intelligent walking assist robot and gait rehabilitation robot for people with walking disabilities, where distinguishing of abnormal gait is crucial during safe human-robot interaction. Although vision sensors and wearable inertial devices are widely used in fall detection system, shielding of robot mechanical structure brings instability for visual detection method, and utilizing a large number of wearable sensors brings discomfort and complexity for users. Meanwhile, the frequent drag-to-drop gait has never been considered, which is a kind of intermittent state between normal state and fall. It's a major challenge to achieve an abnormal gait recognition system with high stability and good comfort. In this paper, a novel non-contact gait recognition method is proposed, which can identify fall and drag-to-drop gait in a stable and comfortable way. Leg movement data is obtained by a built-in-robot camera, which accurately describes gait law through contrast test and error analysis. New-type ESMF algorithm is proposed to evaluate knee angle precisely and resolve the issue of marker point loss effectively. The comprehensive experiments have shown that this innovative approach calculates accurately knee angle in the walking process so as to recognize the phenomenon of drag-to-drop gait and fall. Additionally, this method having a sound theoretical basis and higher stability solves the issue of marker point loss, which could be applied to a walker with a similar structure for elderly and disabled in a comfortable way.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the growth of the aging population and the disabled people suffering from lower limb disorders or visual defects, there exist great demands for mobile care tools under the condition of relative lack of professional nursing [1] , [2] . For people with lower limbs dysfunction such as cerebral apoplexy, spinal cord injury, brain trauma, people who need gait rehabilitation training, the inappropriate rehabilitation ways and nonstandard walking habits will lead to faster atrophy of the neuromuscular in their lower limbs so as to cause secondary injury and even more serious behaviors,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yangming Li. such as fall [3] , [4] . Thus, appropriate walking exercise and comfortable auxiliary walking in daily life are indispensable in improving the life quality for our targeted users.
Walking assist robot for the elderly and the patient with weak walking ability generally can be categorized into two types: exoskeleton robots and walking vehicle robots. The typical exoskeleton robots include: exoskeleton system ''Ekso'' developed by UC Berkeley [5] , ''HAL'' developed by University of Tsukuba in Japan [6] , ''ReWalk'' developed by ReWalk Robotics in Israel [7] , ''ALEX'' developed by University of Delaware in USA [8] , and ''Power assisting suit'' in Kanagawa Institute of Technology [9] . The exoskeleton robots have great flexibility and space expansion. They help patients to complete their daily activities, such as walking upright, going up and down stairs, and going up and down hills. Especially in the medical field, the combination of exoskeleton robots and a multi-modal compliance control strategy can better promote the recovery of lower limb spontaneous nerve function and brain function remodeling so as to achieve a better effect of treatment and rehabilitation. However, they have limited stable regions, as a result of the fact that the process of human-robot interaction is easy to fall, and other abnormal behaviors. Therefore, the type of walk-assist robot that is more suitable for the persons who have lost the walking balance ability is being developed. Intelligent walkers mainly include ''Wheelesley'' developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology [10] , ''SIAMO'' developed by SIAMO project team in Spain [11] , ''TAO Aicle'' developed by Fujitsu Company in Japan [12] , ''I -walker'' developed by Toronto University of Canada [13] and Tokyo University of science, and ''RoboChair'' developed by Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences [14] , etc. Although different kinds of assistive devices can provide the elderly and the disabled with healthcare in hospitals, nursing centers, and other public places, they would prefer to stay in their home where they feel more confident than moving to any expensive adult care or healthcare facilities [15] . Hence, it's important to develop an auxiliary walking robot for a family scene for the elderly and the disabled. Thus, our laboratory developed two welfare robots: Walking Assist Robot (WAR) and Gait Rehabilitation Robot (GRR), which can be used for the elderly and the lower limb dyskinesia patients who have lost their walking balance [16] , [17] . The WAR provides functions of auxiliary walking and auxiliary standing, and GRR assists a user in gait rehabilitation training based on multiple interactive modes. This also contributes to the reason for being applied in various scenes, such as family, hospital and pension center.
The recognition of abnormal gait is vital for robots to provide safe and effective assistance. Therefore, some fall detection methods have been proposed, such as wearable sensor inspection detection [18] - [25] , and visual inspection method [26] - [30] . Pierleoni et al. [23] , Qiu et al. [24] , and Ma et al. [25] propose posture estimation methods using wearable sensors to measure the movements of the whole body. However, wearable sensor inspection methods need to wear special sensors and store knowledge base in advance according to the walking habits of different users. It increases the user's complexity and reduces the user's experience in repeated wearing. Kong et al. [27] propose an effective fall detection method based on computer vision-based framework, which learned to take full advantage of the appearance and motion information. Leila et al. [28] propose a machine vision-based system combined with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, which has high sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 97.5% respectively. Lee et al. [30] propose a new probabilistic gait representation to characterize human walking for recognition by gait. The advantages of the visual inspection method are low cost, and no need to wear any equipment. But, it can only be used in the environment where sensors have been installed, and there is a risk that the view angle of a global camera will be occluded by the mechanical structure of the robot. Some auxiliary robots can also recognize the user's walking states (both normal walking and falls) online and react immediately to an emergency. Di et al. [31] propose the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) method to measure the position of the user's gravity to estimate the user's stability in using the walking-aid robot. Yan et al. [32] propose human-robot coordination stability (HRCS) to measure the walking states of both human and the walking robot. Di et al. [33] propose the Center of the Pressure (COP)-based method to estimate the posture during the operation of the walking aid robot. Hirata et al. [34] estimate the user's state by a couple of laser range finders that predict the possibility of falling down.
It should be pointed out that there are still some drawbacks in the current methods of recognition of abnormal gait. Although the normal walking state and fall have been distinguished by the previous studies, failure to keep pace with the running speed of auxiliary walking robot so as to be dragged has not been addressed so far. The drag-todrop gait is a kind of intermittent state between normal and emergency walking states, which is caused by neuromuscular fatigue or instantaneous loss of control in users. Meanwhile, some model-based walking state monitoring methods need to acquire the whole body's posture information by utilizing a large number of wearable sensors, thus, unfavorable for system integration. This brings discomfort and inconvenience to the users. Finally, using feature recognition method for fall detection without the analysis of the statistical properties of noise, such as the Kalman filter (KF), is due to the lack of sound foundations.
The extracting algorithm of gait feature information is the most important step, which is generally based on random noise assumptions, such as, Kalman filter algorithm, maximum likelihood method, etc.. However, statistical properties of noise, such as, probability density function or at least partial characterization is required. This algorithm has two defects [35] - [38] : (1) On many occasions, the observation data is not enough, so it is difficult to determine the statistical characteristics of noise; (2) In some nonrandom noises, it is difficult to describe them in a statistical way. For example, when a simple model is used to describe a complex system, the errors caused by unmodeled dynamics are quite certain, and it's difficult to describe them statistically. The reason why the random noise hypothesis has been used for a long time is not that noise does have random nature but as a result of the thinking pattern in many cases [37] , [38] . A set membership estimation method based on the estimation of unknown but bounded (UBB) noise has attracted much attention. Set membership estimation requires that the upper and lower bounds of system noise be known without knowing the distribution of noise in this bound. The UBB noise caused by unmodeled dynamics is very practical and robust. Based on the above advantages, the set membership estimation algorithm and its improved algorithm have been applied to many fields, such as fault diagnosis, communication and signal processing, 76742 VOLUME 7, 2019 navigation and positioning, machine vision and so on [39] , [40] . Thus, Extended Set Membership Filter (ESMF) is supposed to be adopted to evaluate the gait information during the human-robot coordination.
This paper proposes a novel non-contact abnormal gait recognition method while employing WAR and GRR. We highlight the main contributions of this paper in the following facts:
1) A novel non-contact abnormal gait recognition method is proposed with a built-in-robot Kinect. This is able to distinguish the normal state, and fall, especially for drag-to-drop gait which is a state between normal and emergency walking states.
2) The proposed ESMF algorithm with double legs data fusion has a sound theoretical basis by the analysis of UBB error from the contrast test and resolves the marker loss so as to improve the stability of the whole system.
3) The WAR and GRR, which integrated our proposed method, provide a comfortable and convenient approach for safe walking-assist strategy in similar scenarios. The whole system lightened the psychological burden of fear of falling during human-robot interaction so as to lay more emphasis on attention on walking rehabilitation training.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes all preliminaries related to the proposed methodology. Section III illustrates details about the proposed method that include ESMF and a state diagnosis algorithm. In Section IV, various experiments of normal walking, and fall states are conducted and experimental results are compared with each other. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, WAR and GRR are introduced. A brief description of the principal component analysis based on the whole system, the recognition method of the marker, and the calculation of gait parameters are also explained.
A. WAR AND GRR
Aiming to resolve convenient assistance of daily behavior based on the user's appeal, our laboratory developed WAR in Fig. 1 (a) and GRR in Fig. 1 (b) for people with walking disabilities, such as the stroke, foot drop, the elderly, and postoperative repair. WAR provides functions of auxiliary standing and auxiliary walking for a person with lower extremities inconvenience. GRR can help people to do some gait rehabilitation training indoor.
WAR and GRR equipped with the omnidirectional wheel could swerve in narrow spaces with no turning radius. GRR has three gait training modes: (i) Passive training (based on the preset path); (ii) Active training (based on recognition of users' intention); (iii) Hybrid training (the combination of Passive training and Active training). These directions and velocities of the two robots can be controlled by telecontroller, joystick, and the body center of gravity, which can achieve active motion, passive motion and hybrid interactive strategy combined with the actual situation of the patient.
B. HARDWARE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Kinect somatosensory camera is applied to obtain gait information. This is a horizontal distance from markers placed on both legs to the robot detection plane. The experiment platform is shown in Fig. 2 . Subject's trousers are set up with eight markers, namely; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H. In this paper, the knee angles detected by Kinect detection system (KDS) and Twin Axis Goniometers System (TAGS) are regarded as the measured value and true value respectively. The TAGS is a motion angle capture system developed by Biometrics, which has high capture accuracy, stable data, and large capture range. It is applied to evaluate the accuracy of KDS and error compensation, which is depicted in Section IV.B.
In order to accurately identify the dynamic changes of the eight marker points, it is necessary to accurately track the coordinates of the markers, as described below. The basic progress of data processing involves four steps.
Step 1: Extract the RGB images and depth images in the same scene, and convert the RGB image into a gray image. . Meanwhile, the real knee angles measured by TAGS are used to calculate the KDS error and implement the systematic error compensation. Then, the γ left and ϕ right are calculated based on the ESMF algorithm. They automatically identify whether there is a missing marker or not. Finally, the average of 3-steps is used to calculate the difference between the fusion value and threshold value based on the situation of the marker. If ε SUM > ε double or γ left , ϕ right > ε i , the abnormal gait is detected and then the break order will be sent to the WAR. ).
Step 2: Construct a sliding sub-image, and calculate the depth average ω avr and variance ω std . When 50 mm ≤ ω avr ≤ 160 mm and 0 mm 2 ≤ ω std ≤ 90 mm 2 occur, the sub-image is the linking area of the human body contour. Otherwise, the area fluctuates greatly, which belongs to the pointed area or unrecognizable area. This part is eliminated.
Step 3: Determine the markers according to the color difference between markers and trousers. The threshold θ threshold RGB = 95 is set to locate the marker area from the outline of lower limbs. When θ mea RGB > θ threshold RGB , it's considered as the linking area of a marker. Otherwise, it surrounds noise under the condition of θ mea RGB ≤ θ threshold RGB .
Step 4: Extract the depth value of the marker. After tracking the position coordinates of each marker, depth data corresponding to each marker point is indexed from the depth image. Considering the possible data skip, we compare all depth values of each marker with the average value. If any depth value is within the allowable range of the average value, it is considered as valid data, otherwise, it should be eliminated. Finally, the average value of all the depth values belonging to each marker is taken as the depth data from the marker point to the detection plane.
C. THE SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
Due to the weak walking ability and adjustable capacity, sometimes the user cannot keep up with the robot which leads to being dragged, fall, and other serious consequences. When abnormal gait occurs, he will change the knee flexion to adjust his gait and stabilize his center of gravity. But for patients who do not have the capability to adjust to the center of gravity, such as stroke, postoperative repair, and incomplete spinal cord injury patients, it is dangerous to adjust the gait by themselves. In the process of the user's stress response, the user's gait timing information could be accurately reflected by the knee angle, and the sharp increase of the knee angle directly reflects the instantaneous change. It's extremely sensitive to drag-to-drop gait, which is an abnormal state between balance and fall. Therefore, it is necessary to detect and analyze users' knee angles and take some necessary measures.
The block diagram of the whole system is shown in Fig. 3 . The coordinates of markers are A (
We define the knee angle of the lower limb as the included angle between the centerline femur and the extension line of tibia. α left and β right represent the knee angles of left lower limb and right lower limb respectively, which can effectively measure the curvature of the knee. The knee angles are calculated by Equation (1):
(1)
III. ESMF ALGORITHM
Being different from the other methods based on probabilities, ESMF does not need any prior knowledge of the distribution of the sensor's noise. It only requires the errors of the sensor, the so-called unknown but bound. In ESMF, all state estimations are no longer single values, but a set of viable states. The feasible set describes all the range of the estimated values and ensures that the actual value must be included in the set. The specific procedures of ESMF are as follows:
1) The initial state of the system is:
where, x k ∈ R n is the state vector of the system, y k ∈ R m is the measured vector,
is the observation equation of the system; w k ∈ R n , µ k ∈ R n are state noise and measurement noise respectively, and satisfy the following conditions:
are the enveloping matrixes of the error term, which satisfy positive definite symmetry. E represents envelope ellipsoid set of random variables. The first parameter represents the center of the ellipsoid set and the second parameter is the envelope matrix. From the modeling process, the method does not require any systematic error distribution, but bounder error and known envelope matrix. Under this framework, when the state at time k of the system is known, ESMF can recursively estimate the ellipsoid range and the ellipsoid center of the system at time k + 1. Linearization:
where, µ k is the simulated noise, and it is the complementary form of the original noise and the linearized higher order.
,R k is the enveloping matrix of the linearized higher order complementary subclasses.
2) In this framework, based on the state of the system at time k, ESMF can recursively estimate the ellipsoid set and its center E(x k+1,k+1 , P k+1,k+1 ) at time k + 1. ESMF is divided into two steps. These are prediction and update:
Prediction:
where,
where, B =
. ρ m and r m are the largest singular values of the matrixes C k P k+1,k C T k and R k+1 respectively.
3) Data fusion:
where, ε SUM is the weighted sum of the two knee angles. ϕ right and γ left are the weights of the left leg and the right leg respectively. In this paper, we customize the threshold-based fall detection algorithm. The pre-defined threshold ε i is used to contact with the ε SUM so as to determine the abnormal gait. When the double knee angles are evaluated, ϕ right and γ left are set to 1, and the discriminant threshold ε i of falling detection is set as ε dou ; When the missing marker of one leg results in the angle loss, the corresponding weight is 0, and the discriminant threshold for falling detection is ε mis . If the angle average of 3-steps ε
3 ) exceeds ε i , abnormal behavior is observed. The flow of state diagnosis algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
From the principle, the true value of the knee angle must exist in the intersection of the prediction set and observation set. When the intersection of the prediction set and the observation set is empty, it is proved that the observation is wrong and the data is wrong. The reason could be concluded that the sensor loses the tracking node or the wrong data in the transmission process. When the observation set is wrong, it is abandoned and the observation set of the knee angle of another leg is handled. It can be seen that data fusion based on the ESMF can effectively eliminate the problem of marker point loss and data error theoretically. Compared with the optimal average estimation performance of KF, ESMF guarantees filter performance in the worst case.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of the proposed method is investigated with experiments. The goal of these initial experiments is to determine how well the proposed new-type ESMF-based abnormal gait recognition method monitors the different walking states when using WAR and GRR. Details about these steps are presented as follows:
Four subjects (two females and two males) aged 25-30 years are introduced to perform the walking experiment and fall detection experiment assisted by WAR. To simulate a disabled lower limb, their right legs are fixed with a knee supporter (with an allowed bending angle). With the knee supporter, different levels of disability can be simulated with various restriction angles set. Three simulated disability levels (SDLs) are achieved as shown in Fig. 4 , and are labeled as SDLs1, SDLs2, and SDLs3. Because of the similar usage of WAR and GRR, WAR is used as an example to implement the experiments. All the participants agreed to the experimental protocol and gave permission for the publication of their photographs for scientific purposes.
Firstly, the knee angles of the four subjects are calculated to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method under the normal waking state. Meanwhile, the error analysis experience and error compensation are conducted to improve the performance of the proposed method for detecting the knee angles. Additionally, the fall detection experiment and reliability analysis are implemented to check the effectiveness of the proposed method for detecting the emergency states and the abnormal states. Finally, our proposed method was conducted in the smart house of 5*8 m 2 to evaluate the safety and comfort of users. This is described in detail in Section IV.E.
A. CALCULATION OF KNEE ANGLE
All the four subjects were prompted to walking forward at a normal comfortable speed. The knee angles of both legs are shown in Fig. 5 , which reflect the swinging condition of both legs over time. The angle data during the walking process assisted by WAR is intercepted for 20 s. It can be found that the knee angles of subjects a and b maintain 35 • and 55 • respectively. The angle data of the constrained right knee of subjects c and d are obviously less than that of subjects a and b, which changes between 5 • and 15 • . The decreased bending degree indirectly contributed to the walking speed, which was significantly smaller than that of subjects a and b. In figure 5(d) , a +7 • angle jump took place at the fifth gait. This is because the subject d adjusts its strides and frequencies to achieve stability and comfort in the walking process. It can be seen that the knee angles of both legs vary over time with the gait cycle in the continuous gait cycle. In addition, the values of the same phase in different periods are slightly different, which also justifies the gait characteristics and the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
B. ERROR ANALYSIS AND COMPENSATION 1) EXPERIMENT OF ERROR ANALYSIS
The two-axis goniometer of TAGS attached to the outside of the knee is taken as the true value of knee angle. KDS is used to capture the motion data of multiple markers posted on the lower limbs so as to analyze the error characteristics. During the experiment, because the physical meaning of human knee joint is not exact, the outside sensor of the knee joint is marked and the average value of the measured data is taken as the true value. In addition, in order to keep the time axes of TAGS and KDS synchronized, the observed lower limbs need to perform a ''calibration action'', such as keeping the legs upright for a period of time. Fig. 6 shows the knee angles of two subjects measured by TAGS and KDS. The solid line is the measured data of the knee angle obtained by KDS and the dotted line is the true data of the knee angle detected by TAGS. It can be seen that the proposed method has a mean error, but it can generally describe the real data of the knee angle. Because the knee angle of the limited leg is significantly smaller than the contralateral knee angle, the corresponding measurement error is also smaller than the contralateral knee angle. When the knee angle is between 0 • and 10 • , the measurement error is greater than that at any other time. Because the legs will naturally reach a stable standing state and starting state by adjusting the legs as they approach straightening, the standing state is longer than the bending state. Meanwhile, TAGS are externally placed beside the knee to measure the lateral angle, and KDS measures the anterior of the knee. Both systems have a range of errors. By quantitatively analyzing the differences between KDS and TAGS, we could obtain the error characteristics of the knee angle of Kinect for Windows SDK, rather than error characteristics of Kinect depth point cloud.
Aiming to compare the error characteristics of the knee angle before and after fusion, the mean and variance of the differences between KDS and TAGS are calculated, as shown in Table 2 . The data error in KDS rectangular coordinate system is within its envelope intervals. The envelope interval of error refers to the range of its maximum and minimum. Because of the limited experimental data, the maximum and minimum values do not necessarily reflect the true envelope interval. Thus, wrong data is excluded and the integer interval of error is taken as the envelope interval of KDS error. This is calculated in the form of envelope matrix in subsequent data fusion. It can be seen from Table 2 that the error variance of the fused data is reduced and the ESMF algorithm with high precision is feasible for extraction of knee angle.
2) SYSTEMATIC ERROR ANALYSIS
Kinect was used to track the user's markers position placed on both legs under the Microsoft Kinect for Windows SDK development kit. The precision distribution of the Kinect sensor is the error information of depth point cloud, which cannot be directly used in the model of knee angle estimation. The actual position of the human body corresponding to the human joint point is not clear and the error exists in depth data. Meanwhile, Kinect for Windows SDK only has statistical significance, and the hypothesis of the relationship between coordinate systems introduces errors for the whole system. The error sources of data in the actual environment are analyzed below.
a: The position information of human joints with statistical significance can be obtained from depth data processing by Kinect for Windows SDK. The corresponding actual position of the human body is not clear. For example, ''ankle joint'' cannot determine the specific position of ankle joint. Meanwhile, due to the difference in the position of wearing trousers each time, the actual position of the marker is also different. This leads to the deviation of the measurement marker. VOLUME 7, 2019 b: Kinect has a depth data error. Structured light of Kinect is applied to obtain the depth information of spatial points, and its accuracy decreases with the increase in distance.
c: The calculation of coordinate points involves the nonlinear transformation of the sine function and cosine function. Simultaneously, both sine function and cosine function are approximated calculations (such as the approximated calculation in the knee angle model), which result in the original error to be magnified or reduced.
d: The position error of Kinect, which is accurately described, has the hypothetical processing of the relationship between the coordinate systems. It can be seen from the hypothetical conditions that we do not know the exact relationship between sensors, human limbs, and robots.
e: TAGS measures the lateral side of the knee, which is considered as the true value, and the anterior of the knee detected by KDS is the measured value. There is a fixed systematic error between the two systems.
Through the analysis of error sources, we can see that the data error consists of two parts: one is a random error, such as article a to b, and the other is a systematic error when the system is running, such as article c to e. For the systematic error, the error mean is used as compensation to reduce the impact. The random error characteristic is not analyzed separately. We unify it to the observation error of the human joint point and only analyze the comprehensive error characteristic of all sources. Finally, the data fusion algorithm is used to fuse observation data and compare the error characteristic changes before and after fusion.
3) SYSTEMATIC ERROR COMPENSATION
The error mean of the knee angle measured by KDS is not equal to zero, which implies that the whole system has a certain degree of deviation, called systematic error. As described in the preceding paragraph, the error mean is used as compensation to reduce the influence on systematic error. And the data fusion algorithm is used to fuse the observation data so as to reduce the random error. The results of system error compensation are shown in Fig. 7 .
Firstly, this section analyzes the KDS error sources and then verifies that the proposed method can reflect the time-varying regularity of knee angle of different populations. It describes the knee angle more accurately based on the systematic error compensation. Secondly, the ESMF algorithm does not only filter out the random noise in the observation but also continues to estimate the gait information at the next moment so as to verify the effectiveness of gait information estimation.
C. ABNORMAL GAIT RECOGNITION
Due to loss of walking activity in varying degrees, behaviors are always accompanied by an abnormal gait. The most common situation is that, because of an instantaneous runaway or muscle fatigue, lower limb nerves and muscles are difficult to control all the weight of the body, which contributes to the descent of the center of gravity. Meanwhile, the robots do not detect the abnormal trend and produce no braking measures, which result in dragging the user's body forward, fall, and drag-to-drop gait, inevitably. In the experiment of abnormal gait recognition, the threshold avoidance strategy is adopted in an abnormal gait recognition experiment. The threshold is determined by the experience value of gait information. The maximum allowable range of the knee angle under normal gait is set to the threshold of the abnormal gait. When the angle deviation within 3-steps is larger than the preset threshold, it is referred to as the abnormal gait, otherwise, it's a regular gait.
We conducted comparative experiments among different groups of users. The subjects include; two healthy persons with SDLs3 (subjects a and b), an elderly with weak walking ability (subject c), and a person with plantar postoperative rehabilitation (subject d). Based on the experiment and the analysis of walking habit of the subjects a, b, c, and d, we set ''single-leg discrimination'' thresholds at ε i = 57, ε i = 62, ε i = 48, ε i = 59 respectively. These thresholds are different, which are obtained by gait information on different subjects. It can be found that there is no significant difference in thresholds between healthy subjects and people with weak walking ability. This is because the knee angle changes abruptly only when abnormal behavior occurs, which has no significant correlation with the walking habits of different users. When the marker data is lost on one leg, the walking state should be judged according to the knee angle of the other leg. As shown in Fig. 8 , the red line and blue line are right knee angle and left knee angle respectively. The green line is the sum of the knee angles of both legs. The angle sequence in a fixed period exceeds the set threshold and shows a gradually increasing trend. This represents a gradual deviation of the current gait from the 76748 VOLUME 7, 2019 normal gait pattern. According to Equation (9), the sum of the knee angles is calculated. In order to make the experimental results closer to the real situation, we conducted 10 times experiment on the subjects. Taking subjects c and d, as examples, as shown in Fig. 9 , the criteria for detecting abnormal gait are ε dou = 59, ε dou = 63. It is advanced by 0.2 s and 0.9 s respectively, compared with 'single-leg discrimination'. The 10 times experiment and the time savings are shown in Table 3 . It can be found that the threshold maintains the same value in all the measurements of the same subject. Finally, the alarm signal is given to inform the medical staff to take remedial measures to avoid unnecessary dangerous behavior.
The proposed method to detect abnormal gait based on the knee angle is particularly sensitive to abnormal gait. This is because when abnormal behavior occurs, the users subconsciously adjust their gait, which contributes to drastic changes in the knee angle. Meanwhile, our method is no requirement for users' gait information, trunk tilt angle, and walking habits. Through the experiments of a healthy person with SDLs3 and a person with plantar postoperative rehabilitation, it proves that this method has good universality for different user groups and can be transplanted to abnormal gait detection for the elderly and the disabled.
D. TRUSTWORTHY ANALYSIS
The trustworthy analysis experiment is conducted and the result is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 (a) shows: (i) the relative distance information between both legs and the front plane of the robot, and (ii) the displacement information of the robot. Fig. 10 (b) shows the knee angle, and the marker of one leg is occluded at 2.1 s ∼ 4.1 s and 4.1 s ∼ 6.2 s. The green solid line is the fusion data after detecting all the markers on both legs, and the threshold value is set to ε dou = 62. The red dot line is the knee angle of the right leg when the left leg is occluded, and the threshold value is ε mis = 55. At time 5 s, the knee angle of the subject's left leg increases due to the pace being adjusted, but the knee angle does not exceed the set value of the system ε i = 55. It is also regarded as a normal gait. Some of the data between the red point line and the red dotted line significantly deviate from the original leg trajectory, which is as a result of an artificial occlusion. When the phenomenon of dragging the subject occurs at 9 s, the angle exceeds the threshold of the system and triggers an automatic alarm. By a comprehensive experiment, we can come to the conclusion that the proposed method is consistent with the motion trajectory of the knee angle. This shows the VOLUME 7, 2019 effectiveness in solving the problems of marker loss and data error. It has the following advantages:
1) The knee angle is calculated by the linear combination of the vertical height of each marker and the horizontal distance from the marker to the detection plane. The proposed method is more sensitive to the drag-to-drop gait.
2) When the abnormal gait occurs, the bending of the weakened leg and the healthy leg increases gradually. The fusion of the knee angle of both lower extremities can effectively enhance the sensitivity of abnormal gait. The specific performance is to detect abnormal gait with less time, compared with single limb detection by the threshold method.
E. COMPREHENSIVE EXPERIMENT IN SMART HOUSE
For the purpose of better service for the elderly and people with walking disabilities, our laboratory established smart house based on multiple welfare-robots: GRR, WAR, Intelligent Wheelchair Robot (IWR), Excretory Support Robot (ESR), and Transportation Robot (TR). The whole system integrates the proposed method of abnormal gait recognition. The experimental scene is shown in Fig. 11 . It includes 3 areas: recreation area, living area, and rehabilitation area. It integrates intelligent home care and high-tech assistive care way, which not only allows users to feel the warmth of the family but also innovates a new pension model and relieves the users' burden. The Kinect is equipped in GRR and WAR to monitor the walking state. We implement some behavior assistance, such as, to drink water by auxiliary walking and gait rehabilitation training that are close to life.
To prove the comfort, economy, reliance, and promotion of the proposed method, we compared two previous methods. The smartphones equipped with gyroscope sensor are often used to detect fall. The datasets collected by the sensor in X, Y and Z axes are used in the calculation by the signal vector magnitude (SVM) [41] . A rapid fall detection method is proposed based on leg motion detection (LM-FD) [33] , and Dubois' fuzzy possibility theory is applied to adapt to different users. It is a very simple and effective method for predicting the risk of falling down. The whole experiment consists of 15 subjects, of whom are 10 healthy people with SDLs3 and 5 elderly subjects with weak walking ability.
The comparison considered includes; sitting-down, normal walking, running, and jumping. The four dangerous situations are forward fall, backward fall, sideways fall, and 76750 VOLUME 7, 2019 drag-to-drop gait respectively. The results are shown in Table 4 . Due to the limitation of WAR's mechanical structure, the sideways falling and forward falling are prevented. Many methods require the specific wearable device combined with SVM, and the price of the Kinect is much lower than that of other special sensors.
Aiming at measuring the robot-induced stress on humans during coexistence, subjective evaluation is usually acquired [42] . During the comprehensive experiment, the comfortable feeling is evaluated by a questionnaire result from 10 subjects, which verifies the effectiveness and comfort of the proposed method. In the one-to-six scale, a lower score means a better comfortable feeling. Table 5 shows the score change of comfortable feeling from the questionnaire survey. The '' '' represents an improvement in comfort, and the ''×'' represents no significant change in comfort or less comfort than the previous methods (SVM and LM-FD). From this survey, we can find that most subjects felt more comfortable after an adjustment than as were before. This is because the proposed algorithm is based on the recognition of markers. Therefore, we only need to place markers on the trousers once. The user only requires to wear trousers with a preinstalled marker without the repeated steps of placing the wearable sensor. But when the markers are not set on the trousers, this method is not applicable. Additionally, a submissive walking method combining visual detection without the wearable device is more flexible and reduces the user's psychological burden. However, some subjects don't feel much changed when comparing these two methods. This is because they have the habit of taking a mobile phone whenever and wherever possible, even in the process of walking rehabilitation training. Thus, using the SVM technique-based method by the mobile phone does not bring too much trouble for them. On the overall, the recognition rate of fall by the proposed method is basically as flat as other methods. However, the sensitivity of drag-to-drop gait is effectively increased by the linear combination of the leg height and the horizontal distance with the recognition rate of 96.7%. Compared with the previous methods, our method has improved in comfort and economy, which is more suitable for an intelligent walker with a similar structure.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at accurate recognition of abnormal behavior when manipulating robot, a novel non-contact abnormal gait recognition method based on new-type ESMF is proposed in this paper. This is to achieve an exact estimation of walking state under both normal case and the situation of loss of sensor data. By the analysis of UBB error and systematic error compensation, the proposed method can accurately depict change regulation of knee angle during auxiliary walking and have a sound theoretical foundation. To achieve a high stability system, a systematic double-angle fusion procedure is also given, which is an effective solution to the issues of marker point loss and data error. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed through comprehensive experiments under various conditions. The experimental results indicate that our method could effectively recognize fall and dragto-drop gait, with the recognition rates of 93.3% and 96.7% respectively. At the same time, more than 50% of the subjects hold that the proposed method is more comfortable. Compared with the previous methods, our method has improved VOLUME 7, 2019 the system economy, which is more suitable for an intelligent walker with a similar structure. The welfare robots integrated with the proposed method have a good universal property for the elderly and the disabled with walking disabilities in the hospitals, pension centers, and families. However, the proposed algorithm was tested on the simulated scenarios in our lab which may be different from the real scene. Therefore, we plan to conduct detailed research and continue to improve our methods in some specific scenarios in future work. (M'18) 
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